Lineage-specific duplicated genes likely contribute to the phenotypic divergence in closely related species. However, neither the frequency of duplication events nor the degree of selection pressures immediately after gene duplication is clear in the speciation process. Here, using Illumina DNA-sequencing reads from Arabidopsis halleri, which has multiple closely related species with high-quality genome assemblies (A. thaliana and A. lyrata), we succeeded in generating orthologous gene groups in Brassicaceae. The duplication frequency of retained genes in the Arabidopsis lineage was $10 times higher than the duplication frequency inferred by comparative genomics of Arabidopsis, poplar, rice and moss (Physcomitrella patens). The difference of duplication frequencies can be explained by a rapid decay of anciently duplicated genes. To examine the degree of selection pressure on genes duplicated in either the A. halleri-lyrata or the A. halleri lineage, we examined positive and purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages throughout the ratios of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitution rates (K A / K S ). Duplicate genes tended to have a higher proportion of positive selection compared with non-duplicated genes. Interestingly, we found that functional divergence of duplicated genes was accelerated several million years after gene duplication compared with immediately after gene duplication.
Introduction
Plant genomes have experienced more gene duplication events than most other eukaryotes. 1 These duplications are largely classified into whole genome duplications (WGDs) and small-scale duplications (SSDs). WGD events are concentrated in the Cretaceous-Paleogene extinction period. 2 SSDs such as retroduplication and tandem duplication have occurred continuously at a high rate during plant evolution, indicating that SSDs may be a key factor for plant speciation or phenotypic differences in close relatives. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] SSDs tend to be lineagespecific in land plants. 4 There is a clear functional bias between WGD and SSD in plants. 4, 9 SSDs tend to be associated with stress responses, 4, [8] [9] [10] and are likely important for adaptive evolution to rapidly changing environments in close relatives. SSD genes functionally diverge through either neo-functionalization or sub-functionalization, which may contribute to speciation. 11, 12 SSD genes can also retain functional redundancy through the long-term fate of becoming pseudogenes, 13, 14 dosage selection 15, 16 or avoiding developmental errors. [17] [18] [19] Functional divergence of duplicated genes can be inferred by selection pressures based on the non-synonymous substitution rate (K A ) versus the synonymous substitution rate (K S ). Genes undergoing positive selection (K A /K S > 1) and purifying selection (K A /K S < 1) are associated with functional divergence and constraint, respectively. 20 Most earlier studies compared selection pressures in WGDs with those in SSDs, or selection pressures in anciently duplicated genes (several hundred million years [MY] ago) in plants. [21] [22] [23] [24] There are little data with which to examine selection pressures in recent SSDs in plants.
Because selection pressure likely varies during the speciation process, it is important to examine the selection pressures immediately after gene duplications among close relatives. Recently, there are many plant genomes assembled by Illumina DNA-sequencing reads. 25 However, SSDs tend to be underestimated in contigs generated by only Illumina DNA-sequencing. 26, 27 It is likely that genomes generated by BAC are useful to examine SSDs. However, construction of such a library takes much budget and time to generate highly qualified genomes. In the present study, we tried to generate reliable orthologous genes by only paired-end Illumina DNA-sequencing reads using available genomes of close relatives. We then inferred SSDs in a species after the divergence of closed species throughout the reading depth of Illumina DNA sequencing. The Arabidopsis lineage seems to be the best lineage to examine recent SSDs in plants because Arabidopsis has two BAC library-based genomes in Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis lyrata. 28, 29 In particular, A. thaliana has a large amount of functional data for its annotated genes. To comprehensively examine SSDs in Arabidopsis, we investigated an additional Arabidopsis species-A. halleri. The divergence time between A. lyrata and A. halleri is supposed to be $2 MYA, 30 and the divergence time between either A. halleri or A. lyrata and A. thaliana is $10-11 MYA. 31 Among recently diverged three Arabidopsis species, there are phenotypic variations such as self-compatibility and heavymetal tolerance. A. thaliana has self-compatibility, but the others are self-incompatible. [32] [33] [34] Therefore, A. halleri and A. lyrata have large petals to attract pollinator insects, and the anthers are separated from the stigma to avoid autopollination. 35 A. halleri is known as a Zn/Cd hyper-accumulator 33, 34 and some wild populations of A. lyrata are tolerant of serpentine soils, which are characterized by a high heavy-metal content, 36 while A. thaliana is not.
A. halleri has highly variable morphologies with respect to leaf, flower colour and development of stolons among the subspecies. To examine SSDs in the Arabidopsis lineage, we focused on A. halleri subsp. gemmifera which grows in the Russian Far East, northeastern China, Korea, Taiwan and Japan across lowland and highland areas. We collected the plants in Mt. Ibuki, Shiga, Japan. We then extracted the plant DNAs, and performed the paired-end Illumina DNA sequencing. After generating contigs from the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads, we inferred A. halleri orthologous genes against the A. thaliana and A. lyrata genes. The number of SSDs was inferred both from phylogenetic analysis of orthologous genes and the reading depth of Illumina DNA sequencing. As outgroup species for the three Arabidopsis species, we used five non-Arabidopsis species in Brassicaceae for which genome sequences are already determined. There is trans-specific polymorphism in Arabidopsis; in particular, some genes have undergone gene flow in Arabidopsis. 37 Here, excluding genes that have undergone gene flow in Arabidopsis, we generated three sets of orthologous gene groups (OGGs) among five non-Arabidopsis species, A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri in Brassicaceae (Fig. 1) . Each OGG represent genes derived from one ancestral gene in each speciation event. By identifying the genes in each OGG, we examined the evolutionary process in the Arabidopsis lineage. Although a BAC library-based genome for A. halleri is unavailable, there is an available A. halleri genome based on long-insert mate paired reads and short-insert paired-end reads in Illumina DNA sequencing. 38, 39 The available A. halleri genome was originated from A. halleri subsp. gemmifera which was the same subspecies in our plant material. The collection site was in Tada mine, Hyogo, Japan. Microsatellite analyses suggested that our plant material collected from Mt. Ibuki, Shiga, Japan was genetically closed to the plant with the available genome. 40 Thus, it is likely that A. halleri genes inferred from the available genome are similar to our inferred A. halleri genes. To validate our overall results, we also examined SSDs based on the available A. halleri genome, In a previous report, selection pressures of genes duplicated after the divergence of A. thaliana and A. lyrata were examined in the A. thaliana lineage. 23 These lineage-specific duplicated genes tend to have undergone positive selection. Here, we examined the selection pressures in duplicated genes in the other lineage after the split between A. thaliana and A. lyrata. This lineage was further split into the A. halleri-lyrata lineage and A. halleri lineage (Fig. 2) . We then examined whether gene duplications in either the A. halleri-lyrata or A. halleri lineage contributed to functional divergence in the retained duplicate genes. Duplicated genes may have undergone purifying selection in the Arabidopsis lineage. The gene dosage hypothesis proposes that duplicate genes can be fixed for increased gene dosage, keeping redundant functions among duplicated genes. In A. halleri, the expression of HEAVY METAL ATPASE 4 (HMA4) has been enhanced by cisregulatory mutations and increased gene copy number for metal hyperaccumulation. 41 This is an example of increased gene dosage by gene duplication. Consequently, duplicated genes with purifying selection tend to be associated with increased gene dosage.
To understand the contribution of duplicated genes to the speciation process in Arabidopsis within the last 10 MY, we first examined the frequency of gene duplications in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. We then examined the relationship between gene duplication and selection pressure based on the K A /K S ratio. Finally, we examined the over-represented functional categories of genes under positive and purifying selection.
Materials and methods

Sampling and illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing analysis
Arabidopsis halleri subsp. gemmifera is one of the three subspecies of A. halleri, and grows in the Russian Far East, northeastern China, Korea, Taiwan and Japan. 42 In 2008, a leaf sample was collected from an individual of A. halleri subsp. gemmifera on Mt. Ibuki, Shiga, Japan. DNA was extracted from the leaf using a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Venlo, The Netherlands). A 300-bp paired-end DNA library was constructed according to the pairedEnd Genomic DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA), and 93-bp paired-end reads were obtained from the Illumina GAIIx sequencer. A total of 44.5 Gb reads were generated by Illumina DNA pairedend sequencing. Using the Trim Galore (www.bioinformatics.babra ham.ac.uk) software, sequences with low-quality base calls (Phred score < 20) were trimmed off from the 3 0 end of the reads. Adapter sequences started with 'AGATCGGAAGAGC' were completely removed from the reads. Approximately 28% of reads had either lowquality scores or adapters and were trimmed by Trim Galore. When a paired-end read was completely removed by this procedure, the other read was used as a single-end read. Given that mitochondrial and chloroplast genomes have much higher copy numbers than the nuclear genome, sequencing reads mapped to either the mitochondrial or chloroplast genome in A. Figure 2 . Gain rates through gene duplication in land plants. The divergence times among moss (P. patens), rice (O. sativa), poplar (P. trichocarpa), B. rapa, A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri were taken from previous reports. 30, 31, [72] [73] [74] [75] Gene gains through gene duplication were estimated for each branch. The gene gains in two branches were estimated in this study. One was the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, which represents the evolutionary process of the A. halleri lineage between the divergence of A. thaliana and the divergence of A. lyrata. The other was the A. halleri lineage, which represents the evolutionary process of the A. halleri lineage after the divergence of A. lyrata. Gene gains were divided by ancestral gene numbers and branch lengths corresponding to times (MY). The rate of gene gain was defined as the number of genes gained through gene duplication per gene per MY. 50 To obtain enough genomic DNA for droplet digital PCR (ddPCR), we mixed the genomic DNAs from four individuals of A. halleri from Mt. Ibuki. The genomic DNA was sonicated with the Covaris M220 system (25 s in frequency sweeping mode). The concentration of the sonicated genomic DNA sample was 6 ng/ll. The peak size of sonicated DNA fragments was 2,382 bp according to the Fragment Analyzer system (Advanced Analytical, Ankeny, IA, USA) with the High Sensitivity Genomic DNA Analysis Kit (Advanced Analytical). Each ddPCR reaction was performed with ddPCR EvaGreen Supermix (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Each reagent was divided into $20,000 droplets with a droplet generator (Bio-Rad QX-200). Cycled droplets were measured with a QX200 droplet reader (Bio-Rad). To find A. halleri genes whose DNA concentrations were robustly inferred by ddPCR, we first identified uniquely mapped regions (>80 bp) in A. halleri genes from the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads. Among the A. halleri genes with uniquely mapped regions, we manually chose 50 A. halleri genes with a variety of RPKMs. We designed a pair of primers for each gene in the Primer3Plus software using the parameters described earlier. To examine the specificity of the targeted DNAs, we performed real-time PCR analysis using the protocol for the Mx3000P qPCR System (Agilent Technologies). The PCR analyses were performed using SsoFast EvaGreen Supermix (BioRad) and the products were analysed using the Mx3000P multiplex quantitative PCR system (Agilent Technologies). Specific and multiple reactions should result in a single and multiple melting peaks corresponding to the PCR products. Of the 50 primer pairs, 25 showed a clear raised curve for all three replicates. Thus, for the copy number assay by ddPCR, we used 13 primer pairs for unknown copy number genes, 10 pairs for single-copy genes in a broad range of plant species and 2 pairs for a three-copy gene (Supplementary Table S2 ).
Assembly of A. halleri genes orthologous to A. lyrata genes based on the available draft A. halleri genome
Coding genes of A. halleri were generated on the draft A. halleri genome using long-insert mate paired reads and short-insert paired-end reads in Illumina DNA sequencing. 38 On the genome, we used annotated coding genes. We performed BLAST search between the annotated coding A. halleri and A. lyrata genes by BLASTP. The best matching pairs were defined to be AL-AH OGGs with more than >80% similarity to and 80% coverage at amino acid level. We succeeded in identifying 26,007 (79.6%) A. halleri genes which were orthologous to 32,670 A. lyrata genes. Out of 26,007 orthologous pairs of A. halleri and A. lyrata genes, 22,105 (22,105/26,007 ¼ 85%) A. lyrata genes were inferred in the AL-AH OGGs based on only Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads. The number of specifically identified A. halleri genes based on Illumina paired-end DNA sequencing and the available A. helleri genome was 3,728 and 3,902, respectively ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Thus, either method had a particular advantage to infer the orthologous genes.
A. halleri genes duplicated in the A. lyrata lineage were identified with the Inparanoid algorithm 51 Given the best-match pair, A1 and B1, an A. halleri gene that had a smaller sequence distance to A1
(or B1) than the distance between A1 and B1, was added to the AL-AH OGG containing A1 and B1 (seeds). This process was continued until all qualified A. halleri genes were assigned to seed pairs of the genes.
Selection pressures in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages
To infer selection pressure in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, we focussed on orthologous groups that followed the speciation process among the genes of the five non-Arabidopsis species (B. rapa, B. stricta, C. grandiflora, C. rubella, E. salsugineum), A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri. In each orthologous group, a multiple alignment was made to match the coding regions with the computer programme MAFFT v7.215 with default parameters. 52 Using the phylogenetic tree and multiple alignment, we constructed the common ancestral sequences among A. thaliana, A. halleri and A. lyrata, and the common ancestral sequence between A. halleri and A. lyrata with codeml (model ¼ 1, NSsites ¼ 0) in PAML. For each pair of ancestral sequences, the synonymous (K S ) and non-synonymous substitution rates (K A ) were calculated using yn00 (code ¼ 0, weighting ¼ 0, commonf3x4 ¼ 0) in PAML. To determine whether the K A /K S ratio was significantly <1, two maximum likelihood values were calculated with the K A /K S ratio fixed at 1 and with the K A /K S ratio as a free parameter. The ratio of the maximum likelihood values was then compared with the v 2 distribution. A P-value representing the deviation of the two models was then calculated for the A. hallerilyrata lineage.
To infer selection pressure in the A. halleri lineage, we generated a tree file for the A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri genes. In each of the orthologous groups, a multiple alignment was made to match the coding regions by the computer programme MAFFT. 52 Using the tree file and multiple alignment file, we constructed the common ancestral sequences among A. thaliana, A. halleri, and A. lyrata with codeml (model ¼ 1, NSsites ¼ 0) in PAML. Although we used a representative A. halleri gene sequence to infer the ancestral sequence, proper A. halleri genes had sequence variation when they were lineage-specific duplicated after the split from A. lyrata. From the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads mapped to A. halleri genes by BOWTIE2 version 2.2.3 with default parameters, 49 the sequence variation was examined in each A. halleri gene by the Picard software with default parameters (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). When a variable sequence was observed in the A. halleri genes, the codon sequence including the variable nucleotide was concatenated into the representative A. halleri genes. Alignments between A. halleri genes including codons with variable nucleotides and the ancestral sequence were modified by adding codons of the ancestral sequence against concatenated codons including variable nucleotides. K A and K S were calculated in each pair of ancestral and A. halleri gene sequences including variable sequences using yn00 in PAML. To determine whether the K A /K S ratio was significantly <1, two maximum likelihood values were calculated with the K A /K S ratio fixed at 1 and with the K A /K S ratio as a free parameter using codeml in PAML. The ratio of the maximum likelihood values was then compared with the v 2 distribution. A P-value representing the deviation of the two models was then calculated for each A. halleri gene. These analysis procedures are summarized in Supplementary Figure S3 .
Inference of over-represented gene ontologies
Assuming that A. halleri and A. lyrata genes have similar GO assignments in A. thaliana in the same OGG, we obtained gene ontology (GO) assignments for the A. thaliana genes from The Arabidopsis Information Resource (www.arabidopsis.org). Among the top three GO categories (cellular components, molecular functions, and biological processes), we analysed only biological processes. For each GO category in the biological processes category, the expected ratio was inferred to be the ratio between the number of genes assigned to the GO category and the number of genes not assigned to the GO category among all annotated A. thaliana genes. In each GO category, the observed ratio in each category of OGGs was compared with the expected ratio by a v 2 test for different categories of OGGs. The ratios were processed in the R software environment (www.r-project.org) and normalized among different arrays using Z-scores calculated using genescale in the R library. A heatmap was generated using heatmap.2 in the R library. To correct for multiple testing, the false discovery rate (FDR) was estimated by the R-library Q-VALUE software. The null hypothesis was rejected if FDR values were < 0.01.
Results and discussion
Duplication frequency in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage
To examine the frequency of duplication events in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage ( Fig. 2) , we first used 25,833 AL-AH OGGs based on Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads. We searched for an orthologous A. thaliana gene for each AL-AH OGG by BLASTP searches between AL and AH OGG protein sequences and annotated A. thaliana protein sequences. 43 When both the A. lyrata and A. halleri genes in an AL-AH OGG had the best hit to the same A. thaliana gene, the A. thaliana gene was considered an orthologous candidate gene. Of 25,833 AL-AH OGGs, 93.3% (24,019/25,833) had orthologous candidate genes in A. thaliana. Among these, we searched for orthologous groups that were consistent with the species tree. To do this, the synonymous substitution rates (K S ) were calculated among the A. thaliana, A. lyrata, and A. halleri genes in each orthologous group using yn00 in PAML. 53 When the K S between A. lyrata and A. halleri was lower than both the K S between A. thaliana and A. lyrata and the K S between A. thaliana and A. halleri, we assumed that the topology of the orthologous group was consistent with the species tree. Among the 24,019 AL-AH OGGs, 22,602 (22,602/24,019 ¼ 94.1%) had the same topology as the species tree. In the 22,602 AL-AH OGGs, 16,704 and 2,370 A. thaliana genes were uniquely and multiply assigned to AL-AH OGGs, respectively. To examine the duplication frequency in A. halleri-lyrata lineage, we considered two evolutionary scenarios for the 2,370 A. thaliana genes multiply assigned to 5,898 OGGs. One is that gene duplication events occurred in the A. hallerilyrata lineage. That is, the assigned A. thaliana gene is orthologous to the AL-AH OGGs. The other is that gene loss events occurred in the A. thaliana lineage after gene duplication in the common ancestor among A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri. In this case, the assigned A. thaliana gene is not orthologous to the AL-AH OGGs. To examine these two possible scenarios, we collected AL-AH OGGs to which an A. thaliana gene was assigned as an orthologous gene. We then calculated the K S between the A. thaliana gene and AL-AH OGG, and searched for the closest pair of the AL-AH OGG against the A. thaliana gene. When the K S between the chosen AL-AH OGG and the other AL-AH OGG was lower than the K S in the closest pair, the other AL-AH OGG was defined as sharing the A. thaliana gene as an orthologous gene. Table S3 ). These analysis procedures are summarized in Supplementary Figure S4 . In A. lyrata-halleri lineage, 22,105 AT-AL-AH OGGs were derived from the 19,074 genes, which represent the number of genes in the common ancestor of A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri. Thus, 3,031 (22,105À19,074) gains through gene duplication were supposed to have occurred in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. The gain rate (total gene duplication gains during a given time period divided by the estimated duration per gene) was inferred to be 1. MY) in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. Taken together, the gain rate without pseudogene-like A. halleri genes was 1.6-2.0 Â 10 À2 in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage (Fig. 2) . In our previous study, we inferred the gain rate of gene duplication in the lineage leading to Arabidopsis after the divergence of moss. 4 Using the same method, we re-estimated the gain rates in three times periods-after the divergence of moss (Physcomitrella patens), rice (Oryza sativa) and poplar (Populus trichocarpa). The gain rates were 1.8-3.5 Â 10 À3 in the three branches, $10 times lower than in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage (Fig. 2) . One explanation for this gain rate is that even though many genes were fixed and retained, a large number of them did not survive in the long run. This explanation is consistent with the gradual decay of paralog synonymous substitution rates observed in several eukaryotes over time. 54, 55 Note that the effect of tandemly duplicated genes on these gain rates needs to be considered because tandemly duplicated genes have undergone gene conversion, which leads to identical sequences among tandemly duplicated genes in the same species. 56 Consequently, our procedure may have failed to identify some orthologous A. halleri genes among the A. lyrata tandemly duplicated genes. In such cases, our method would have missed the duplication event in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, meaning our gain rate is underestimated in the A. lyrata-halleri lineage. Thus, tandemly duplicated genes did not disturb the trend of a higher gain rate in A. halleri-lyrata in comparison with other land plants.
Duplication frequency in the A. halleri lineage
The copy numbers of the A. halleri genes were unclear from AT-AL-AH OGGs. However, the absolute copy number of an A. halleri gene could be experimentally inferred by the absolute DNA concentration of the gene by ddPCR. 57 First, to examine the relationship between copy number and DNA concentration, we focussed on known three-copy genes, HMA4 41 and MTP1, 58 and 10 singleton genes that share a single copy in a broad range of plants. 59 The concentration of HMA4 was 627.5 6 40.39 and 626.75 6 39.38 copies/ll (four replicates for each of the two primer pairs, average of each primer pair 6 95% CI). The concentration of MTP1 was 605.0 6 22.39. Conversely, the concentration of the 10 singleton genes was 193.30 6 9.06 copies/ll (four replicates for each of the 10 primer pairs, average of all 10 primer pairs 6 95% CI). The average DNA concentration was $3.2 times higher for the three-copy genes compared with the single-copy genes (Fig. 3A) , indicating that the copy number corresponded to the DNA concentration inferred by ddPCR. The copy numbers of the A. halleri genes could also be inferred by the reading depth of the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads. The reading depth was defined as the RPKM. To examine whether RPKM values corresponded with copy numbers, we focussed on 25 A. halleri genes that had a wide variety of RPKMs (see section 2). For these genes, the copy number estimated by digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) was compared with the RPKM. Consequently, we found that RPKM was significantly correlated with concentration (Fig. 3B , R 2 ¼ 0.94). This result indicated that RPKM values could be used an index of copy numbers for A. halleri genes. To infer duplication frequencies by RPKM values, we focussed on 285 AT-AL-AH OGGs with single-copy genes in a broad range of plant species such as Arabidopsis, Carica, Populus, Vitis, Oryza, Selaginella and Physcomitrella. 59 The RPKM values of the A. halleri genes showed a normal distribution (Supplementary Fig. S5A ). To call duplicated genes, the top 5% (309) of RPKMs was defined as the threshold for duplicated genes. That is, A. halleri genes with an RPKM < 309 were defined as non-duplicated genes, A. halleri genes with RPKM values from 309 to 618 (309 Â 2) were defined as twocopy genes, and A. halleri genes with RPKM values of 618-927 (309 Â 3) were defined as three-copy genes. Following this rule, in 22,105 AT-AL-AH OGGs based on Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads, we identified 2,488 multiply duplicated A. halleri genes and 3,378 gain events through gene duplications in the A. halleri lineage (Supplementary Table S3 ). The gain rate (total gains from gene duplication during a given time period divided by the estimated duration per gene) was 7.6 Â 10 À2 (3,378 gains/22,105 genes/2 MY).
However, the gain events may have been over-estimated because duplication events occurring in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage caused an increase of RPKMs. Therefore, excluding A. halleri genes that were duplicated in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, we counted the number of gain events in the A. halleri lineage. Among the currently retained A. halleri genes, we focussed on 16,946 A. halleri genes that had not undergone gene duplication in the A.halleri-lyrata lineage. These 16,946 genes had undergone 1,958 gain events through gene duplication in the A. halleri lineage. The re-estimated gain rate was 5.8 Â 10 À2 (1,958 gains/16,946 genes/2 MY). The gain rate (5.8-7.6 Â 10
À2
) of duplicate genes in the A. halleri lineage was approximately four times higher than the gain rate (1.6-2.0 Â 10
) in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage (Fig. 2) . As mentioned earlier, the gain rate difference can be explained by a rapid decay of duplicated genes. However, this gain rate did not include gene duplications derived from pseudogenes which were on the earlier process of decayed genes. To determine the decayed effect in the A. halleri lineage, we focussed on 22,684 AT-AL-AH OGGs including pseudogene-like genes (Supplementary Table S4 ). Out of 22,684 OGGs, the gain rate in the A. halleri lineage was 1.2 Â 10 À1 (5,665 gains/22,684 genes/2 MY). Thus, the gain rate including pseudogenes-like A. halleri genes was approximately two times higher than the gain rate (7.6 Â 10 À2 ) without any pseudogene-like A. halleri genes. This result indicates that pseudogene-like A. halleri genes accelerated the gain rates in the A. halleri lineage. To determine whether pseudogenes tended to have a higher duplication rate in comparison with non-pseudogene-like genes, we fosused on 1,159 AT-AL-AH OGGs composing only pseudogene-like A. halleri genes among 22,684 AT-AL-AH OGGs including pseudogene-like genes. We then identified 713 pseudogenelike A. halleri genes experiencing gene duplications in either the A. halleri-lyrata or the A. halleri lineage. In the case of 22,105 AT-AL-AH OGGs without any pseudogene-like A. halleri genes, we identified 6,752 A. halleri genes experiencing gene duplications in either the A. halleri-lyrata or the A. halleri lineage. The proportion (713/1,159 ¼ 62%) of duplicated genes in pseudogene-like A. halleri genes was significantly higher than that (6, ) inferred by RPKMs. Therefore, copy number information inferred by ddPCR was compared with the number of A. halleri lineage-specific duplicated genes. Most of OGGs had single-copy genes in A. halleri although various duplication frequencies were inferred by ddPCR (Supplemental Fig. S5B ). These results indicate that some of gene duplication tended to be missed in a genome assembly based only on Illumina short reads. This shows that the reading depth of raw Illumina reads may be informative for inferring the number of recently duplicated genes.
Selection pressures in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage
We found that 23-30% of OGGs had undergone gene duplications in the Arabidopsis lineage at high gain rates (1.6-7.6 Â 10 À2 gains/ gene/MY), which were 10 times higher than the rates inferred by comparative genomics among Arabidopsis, poplar, rice and moss (Fig. 2) . Therefore, we were interested in investigating the functional divergence of duplicated genes in Arabidopsis. To infer the functional divergence of duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, we tried to infer the ancestral sequences of the most recent common ancestor of A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri. To define the node of the most recent common ancestor among A. thaliana, A. lyrata, and A. halleri, we used an orthologous non-Arabidopsis gene as an outgroup sequence for each of AT-AL-AH OGGs and performed BLASTP searches of AT-AL-AH protein sequences against all five non-Arabidopsis (B. rapa, B. stricta, C. grandiflora, C. rubella, E. salsugineum) protein sequences. 43 When the best-hit nonArabidopsis gene was the same for the A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri genes, the non-Arabidopsis gene was considered a candidate orthologous gene to the AT-AL-AH OGG. For each of candidate genes, we searched for candidate orthologous groups that were consistent with the species tree. To do this, we generated a phylogenetic tree by the neighbour-joining method using the PAUP software (set outroot ¼ mono, dset distance ¼ hky). 60, 61 When the topology of the gene tree was the same as that of the species tree, we assumed that the topology of the orthologous group was consistent with the species tree. There were 22,105 and 21,537 AT-AL-AH OGGs based on Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads and the available A. halleri genomes, respectively. Out of 22,105 and 21,537 AL-AH OGGs, we identified 17,669 and 17,925 orthologous groups that followed the speciation process among non-Arabidopsis, A. thaliana, A. lyrata, and A. halleri genes, respectively (Supplementary Table S3 ). These OGGs were defined as non-A-AT-AL-AH OGGs. These analysis procedures are summarized in Supplementary Figure S6 . Based on the phylogenetic tree in each non-A-AT-AL-AH OGG, we inferred the ancestor sequences of all nodes using codeml in the PAML package, 53 Table S3 ). To address whether the duplicated genes contributed to functional divergence in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, the proportions of positive selection and purifying selection in 1,782 duplicated genes were compared with those in 15,887 nonduplicated genes. In this test, the null model was the ratio of duplicated genes to non-duplicated genes without any particular selection pressure in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. The proportions of positive selection in the duplicated genes was significantly higher than those in the non-duplicated genes (P-value ¼ 2.8 Â 10 À57 by v 2 test, Fig. 4A ). The proportion of purifying selection in the non-duplicated genes was significantly higher than in the duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage (P-value ¼ 1.2 Â 10 À33 by v 2 test, Fig. 4A ).
Furthermore, we did the same analysis in 17,925 OOGs based on the available A. halleri genome (Supplementary Table S5 ). We found the same trend for only positive selection in the OOGs (P-value ¼ 3.0 Â 10 À36 for positive selection, P-value ¼ 0.05 for purifying selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4B ). These results indicate that gene duplication induced functional divergence in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage.
Selection pressure in the A. halleri lineage
To infer selection pressure in the A. halleri lineage, we generated ancestral sequences of the A. lyrata and A. halleri genes using A. thaliana genes as outgroups. When an A. halleri gene did not have any sequence variation in the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads, K S and K A were simply calculated by comparing the ancestral sequence to the representative A. halleri gene sequence. When sequence variation for a representative A. halleri gene sequence was identified from the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads, K S and K A were separately calculated for the varied sequences (see Materials and Methods, Supplementary Fig. S4 ). Among the 22,105 AT-AL-AH OGGs based on Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads, we found 568, 7,717, and 13,820 genes with positive selection (K A /K S > 1), purifying selection (K A /K S < 1) and unclear selection, respectively, in the A. halleri lineage by the maximum likelihood approach (Supplementary Table S3 ). To examine the relationship between the effect of gene duplication and selection pressures in the A. halleri lineage, the proportions of positive selection and purifying selection in 2,488 duplicated genes were compared with those in 19,617 non-duplicated genes. In this test, the null model was the ratio of duplicated genes to non-duplicated genes in the A. halleri lineage. As observed in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, the proportions of positive selection in the duplicated genes were significantly higher than those in the non-duplicated genes (P-value ¼ 2.3 Â 10 À6 for positive selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4C ), while the proportion of purifying selection in the non-duplicated genes was significantly higher than in the duplicated genes (P-value ¼ 1.9 Â 10 À26 by v 2 test, Fig. 4C ). We did the same analysis in 21,537 AT-AL-AH OOGs based on the available A. halleri genome (Supplementary Table S5 ). We found the same trend in the OOGs (P-value ¼ 9.9 Â 10 À15 for positive selection, P-value ¼ 2.2 Â 10 À18 for purifying selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4D ). These results indicate that gene duplication induced functional divergence in the A. halleri lineage as well. Functional divergence may not occur immediately after gene duplication. To determine whether gene duplication in the A. hallerilyrata lineage affected selection pressures in the A. halleri lineage, we classified the 22,105 AT-AL-AH OGGs based on Illumina pairedend DNA-sequencing reads into 5,159 OGGs with gene duplications and 16,946 OGGs without any gene duplications, focusing on the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. The proportions of positive selection and purifying selection in the duplicated genes in the A. halleri lineage were compared with those in the non-duplicated genes. In this test, the null model was the ratio of duplicated genes to non-duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. The proportion of positive selection in the duplicated genes was significantly higher than those in the non-duplicated genes (P-value ¼ 1.3 Â 10 À72 for positive selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4E ). The proportion of purifying selection in the non-duplicated genes was significantly higher than in the duplicated genes (P-value ¼ 1.9 Â 10 À85 by v 2 test, Fig. 4E ). We did the same analysis in 21,537 based on the available A. halleri genome. We again found the same trend (P-value ¼ 4.8 Â 10 À81 for positive selection, P-value ¼ 1.1 Â 10 À39 for purifying selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4F ). These results indicate that gene duplication in the A. hallerilyrata lineage contributed to functional divergence in the A. halleri lineage.
To determine whether gene duplications in the A. halleri-lyrata or A. halleri lineage contributed to functional divergence in the A. halleri lineage, we focussed on two categories of OGGs-genes not duplicated in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage but duplicated in the A. halleri lineage (1,593 OGGs), and genes duplicated in the A. hallerilyrata lineage but not duplicated in the A. halleri lineage (4,264 OGGs). The proportions of positive selection and purifying selection in the A. halleri lineage were compared in the two categories. In this test, the null model was the ratio of the two categories of OGGs (1,593 and 4,264 OGGs). The proportions of positive selection in genes duplicated only in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage were significantly higher than in genes duplicated only in the A. halleri lineage (P-value ¼ 7.3 Â 10 À9 for positive selection by v 2 test, Fig. 4G ).
Conversely, the proportion of purifying selection in genes duplicated only in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage was significantly lower than in genes duplicated only in the A. halleri lineage (P-value ¼ 2.9 Â 10
À8
by v 2 test, Fig. 4G ). We did the same analysis in 21,537 based on based on the available A. halleri genome. We found the same trend (P-value ¼ 0.04 for positive selection, P-value ¼ 0.02 for purifying selection in the available genome by v 2 test, Fig. 4H ). These results indicate that gene duplication in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage was the main determinant of the elevated proportion of positive selection in the A. halleri lineage. 3.5. Functional bias of genes under positive or purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages
We found that gene duplication contributed to functional divergence in comparison with non-duplicated genes in Arabidopsis but many duplicated genes had been retained with purifying selection, which induces an increase of gene dosage. Thus, we were interested in investigating the functional bias in duplicated and non-duplicated genes with positive/purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. OGGs based on Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads were classified into duplicated and non-duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. The OGGs were then further classified by positive and purifying selection. This gave a total of eight classes. In each class, we examined the degree of over-representation in 1,504 GO categories compared with the number of GO categories assigned to A. thaliana genes (see Section 2) (Fig. 5) . Although two classes with no duplication and purifying selection were clustered into one group, the other six classes were not essentially clustered with each other. These results indicate that the evolutionary direction of A. halleri was quite different in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages with respect to either gene dosage by gene duplication or functional divergence by positive selection. To examine the kinds of genes associated with phenotypic differences among A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri, we identified significantly over-represented GO categories in OGGs with gene duplication and purifying selection, OGGs with gene duplication and positive selection and OGGs with non-duplication and positive selection in the A. halleri-A. lyrata and A. halleri lineages. OGGs with non-duplication and purifying selection were disregarded in the analysis because such genes tended to have the same functions in A. halleri, A. lyrata and A. halleri. From the GO categories assigned to the A. thaliana genes belonging to the OGGs, over-represented GO categories were identified (Supplementary Table  S6 ; see Section 2, FDR < 0.01).
When we focussed on metal and zinc tolerance or accumulation among A. thaliana, A. lyrata and A. halleri, both A. lyrata and A. halleri had a higher tolerance to metal and zinc than A. thaliana. 36 In particular, both metal and zinc tend to be accumulated in A. halleri compared with A. lyrata. 62, 63 This observation suggests that metal tolerance is enhanced in the A. halleri-A. lyrata lineage, and that metal accumulation is enhanced in the A. halleri lineage. Genes associated with metal and zinc transporters/responses were highly duplicated with purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, indicating that the dosages of genes associated with metal responses and transporters had been enhanced in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. Furthermore, genes associated with metal and zinc responses were highly duplicated with purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage, indicating that the dosages of genes associated with metal and zinc responses had been enhanced in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. Thus, tolerance or accumulation of metal and zinc was enhanced in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages through gene duplication. Genes associated with the reproductive system, cell cycle, various developments, various metabolites, epigenetics, metabolites, abiotic and biotic responses were subject to positive selection in either the A. halleri-lyrata or A. halleri lineage (Supplementary Table S6 ). However, we do not have any clear idea why such genes were subject to positive selection. Additionally, genes associated with various ubiquitous processes tended to be duplicated in either the A. halleri-lyrata or the A. halleri lineage with purifying selection (Supplementary Table S6 ). These over-represented functional categories may contribute to phenotypic differences between A. thaliana and either A. lyrata or A. halleri Figure 5 . Over-represented functional categories. The X-axis represents different kinds of OGGs. OGGs were classified into duplicated genes and non-duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata (AHL) and A. halleri (AH) lineages. The OGGs were then further classified by positive or purifying selection. The Y-axis represents 1,504 GO categories (biological processes) assigned to A. thaliana genes belonging to the OGGs. The key shows the relationship between colour and the z-score of over-representation in the GO categories. Red and green indicate low and high over-representation, respectively. The ratio of observed gene numbers in selected OGGs to expected gene numbers inferred from the data for all annotated genes was calculated in each GO category.
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through high dosages. However, we do not know the phenotypic differences associated with these functional categories. These duplicated genes might have been retained because increased gene dosages associated with these functional categories were not too disadvantageous for A. halleri. To avoid gaining novel functions, these genes may be under purifying selection. In the future, these duplicated genes may be lost if disadvantageous functions appear. Indeed, the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages have extraordinarily high retention rates of duplicated genes in comparison with earlier plant lineages. These observations indicate that most of the duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages may be lost in future evolution.
Concluding remarks
In this analysis, we generated 25,833 A. halleri genes that were orthologous to 79.1% of the annotated A. lyrata genes from contigs generated from only paired-end reads of Illumina DNA-sequencing.
On the other hands, we inferred 26,007 AH-AL OOGs based on the available A. halleri genome. Out of 32,670 A. lyrata genes, 79.6% were identified as orthologous genes to A. halleri genes. Thus, our method inferring orthologous genes is compatible to a method to infer orthologous genes based on the available genome. However, it has significant limitations for examining gene loss, exon shuffling and heterozygosity because it does not infer any new genes in the genomes. Nevertheless, the number of duplicated genes inferred by reading depth of Illumina DNA-sequencing reads is likely to be more reliable in comparison with duplicated genes identified on scaffolds generated by Illumina DNA-sequencing reads ( Supplementary  Fig. S5B ). Therefore, this procedure is useful for inferring lineagespecific duplicated genes resulting from such events as SSDs. The gain rates based on 25, 833 AL-AH OGGs based on both Illumina paired-end DNA-sequencing reads and the available A. halleri genome were 1.6-2.0 Â 10 À2 per gene per MY in the A. hallerilyrata lineage (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, using the only mapping coverage of the Illumina DNA-sequencing reads, the gain rate was inferred to be 5.7-7.6 Â 10 À2 in the A. halleri lineage because gene duplication tended to be missed in a genome assembly based on Illumina short reads. That is, the gain rates were inferred to be 1.6-2.0 and 5.7-7.6 Â 10 À2 per gene per MY in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages, respectively. The gain rate in the A. halleri lineage was approximately four times higher than in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage. Using our previous data, we re-estimated the gain rates in the three time periods after the divergence of mosses, rice and poplar (Fig. 2) . The inferred gain rates (1.8-3.0 Â 10 À3 ) were $10 times lower than in the Arabidopsis lineage (Fig. 2) . Thus, gain rates tend to increase as the evolutionary period gets younger. One explanation for this gain rate difference is that duplicated genes tend to rapidly decay over time. This explanation is supported by a higher rate of pseudogenization in recently duplicated genes in comparison with non-duplicated genes (Table 1) . Also, several previous reports showed that younger duplicated genes tended to be relaxed compared with older duplicated genes. 54, 55, [64] [65] [66] [67] That is, most anciently duplicated genes tend not to be retained in current species. Consequently, the gain rates inferred in earlier evolutional periods tend to decrease.
To investigate the functional divergence of duplicated genes in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages, we identified OGGs under either positive or purifying selection in these lineages based on the ratio of nonsynonymous and synonymous substitution rates (K A /K S ). Interestingly, the proportions of positive and purifying selection tended to increase and decrease, respectively, when gene duplication occurred in either the A. halleri-lyrata or A. halleri lineage. This result indicates that gene duplication tends to enhance functional divergence in comparison with non-duplicated genes in the Arabidopsis lineage. In contrast, the general observation is that duplicated genes tend to have less functional divergence in yeasts, plants and mammals. 24, 68, 69 This is because functionally important genes are more likely to be retained as duplicates. 68 This contradictory relationship might derive from the duplication ages. Most previous analyses have examined recently observed selection pressures in anciently duplicated genes. When functional divergence was examined in recently duplicated genes, the duplicated genes tended to have higher functional divergence than singletons. 70 Together, these results suggest duplicated genes tend to have higher functional divergence immediately after duplication than singletons. How long gene duplication accelerates functional divergence remains an open question. To address this, we examined whether gene duplication in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage (2-10 MYA) accelerated functional divergence in the A. halleri lineage (<2 MYA). Interestingly, we found that gene duplication in the A. halleri-lyrata lineage enhanced the proportion of positive selection in the A. halleri lineage (Fig. 4E-H ). This result indicated that the functional divergence of duplicated genes was accelerated several MY after gene duplication. If gene duplication is too deleterious for a gene, the gene tends to be lost immediately after duplication. If not, duplicated genes may be retained for a long period without functional divergence because functional divergence may be evolutionarily disadvantageous. Therefore, immediately after duplication, most duplicated genes might be under functional constraints in comparison with genes duplicated several MY earlier. Indeed, many recently duplicated genes have functional redundancy in A. thaliana 17, 18 and in mammals. 71 These young duplicated genes tend to be less functionally constrained than singletons, and may have the potential to obtain an essential function to survive in new environments. Finally, we examined the kinds of genes that were duplicated and/or under positive selection in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. Different functional categories tended to have experienced gene duplication and/or selection pressure in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. For example, A. halleri is known as a heavy metal hyper-accumulator with high metal tolerance. A. lyrata is tolerant of heavy-metal ions in the soil to some degree but A. thaliana is not. Genes related to heavy-metal tolerance and accumulation tended to be highly duplicated with purifying selection in the A. halleri-lyrata and A. halleri lineages. Earlier studies reported that metal tolerance was enhanced by increasing gene dosage through gene duplication. 41 Our results supported this trend at a genomic scale. Taken together, the results of our study reveal that lineage-specific duplicated genes have contributed to species-specific evolution in Arabidopsis.
Availability
Illumina DNA-sequencing data (DRA004564) have been deposited in the DDBJ Sequence Read Archive (https://trace.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/dra/). Contig sequences (BFAE01000001-BFAE01344622) assembled from the Illumina DNA-sequencing data have been deposited in the DDBJ Mass Submission System. A. halleri gene sequences determined in this study are included in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4. 
